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APPROXIMATE TIMINGS
 
The performance lasts about 3 hours 15 minutes, including 
two intervals.

ACT I 30 minutes

INTERVAL 30 minutes

ACT II 70 minutes

INTERVAL 25 minutes

ACT III 35 minutes

COVID-19 SAFETY GUIDELINES
We want to welcome you back into the building in a way 
that keeps you, our staff and our artists safe. As a courtesy 
to each other and to help us provide a comfortable and 
enjoyable experience for everyone, please wear a face 
covering at all times, unless exempt for medical reasons. 

Please be mindful of others and their personal space when 
moving around the theatre and queueing for bars and 
toilets. Regular cleaning is taking place, with particular 
attention to high-touch areas such as bannisters and toilets. 
Hand gel will be available throughout the building.

LANGUAGE
Sung in Italian with English surtitles 

CAST
Violetta Valéry LISETTE OROPESA  
Flora Bervoix STEPHANIE WAKE-EDWARDS* 

Marquis d’Obigny JEREMY WHITE   

Baron Douphol YURIY YURCHUK
Doctor Grenvil BLAISE MALABA*
Gastone de Letorières EGOR ZHURAVSKII*
Alfredo Germont LIPARIT AVETISYAN
Annina RENATA SKARELYTE
Giuseppe ANDREW MACNAIR
Giorgio Germont CHRISTIAN GERHAHER
Messenger DOMINIC BARRAND 
Servant THOMAS BARNARD
*Blaise Malaba, Stephanie Wake-Edwards and Egor 
Zhuravskii are participating in the Jette Parker Young 
Artists Programme

Actors JOSH CAVENDISH, PETER COONEY,  
JAMES GRAHAM, PAULO LOPES, ADAM MOYSEN,  
VIDAL SANCHO

Dancers ARIANA ARMENAKAS, BRANDON BACHE, 
LAURA BOULTER, PETER CURTIS, RAIN DE RYE BARRETT, 
SIMON HUMPHREY, NICHOLAS JAMES, MARK JOSLIN, 
SEBASTIEN KAPPS, BLESS KLEPCHAREK, NATASHA 
MOSS, DAVID MURLEY, PAULA PUGA, DOMINIC ROCCA, 
JULIA RUIZ, MOLLY SHAW DOWNIE, DANIEL SWAN, 
SOPHIE TIERNEY, VLAD TRONCEA

Flower girls ARIA JOHNSON, OLIVIA WILSON



SYNOPSIS
ACT I
A salon in Violetta’s house; August 
Violetta is a well-known Parisian courtesan. At one of her 
parties, her guest Gastone introduces her to Alfredo Germont. 
Alfredo and Violetta sing together in praise of wine and 
pleasure. Violetta invites her guests to dance, but suddenly feels 
unwell – she is seriously ill with tuberculosis. The guests go on 
without her, but Alfredo stays behind. He tells Violetta that he is 
in love with her, and offers to take care of her. 
The guests leave. Alone, Violetta realizes she is attracted to 
Alfredo, but in her situation thinks she can only expect to live 
for pleasure. Her resolve wavers when she hears Alfredo outside.

INTERVAL

ACT II
A country house near Paris; the following January 
Alfredo and Violetta have been living together for three 
months. Alfredo learns from Violetta’s maid Annina that 
Violetta has been selling her possessions to pay their bills. He 
leaves for Paris to raise more funds himself. Violetta receives an 
unexpected visit from Alfredo’s father, Giorgio Germont. His 
daughter’s forthcoming marriage is threatened by the scandal 
of Violetta’s affair with Alfredo. He asks Violetta to give up his 
son. She reluctantly agrees to leave Alfredo, but begs Germont 
to comfort his son after she has gone. Germont departs, praising 
her courage. Alfredo returns and after Violetta begs him to 
always love her, she goes out. A messenger brings Alfredo a note 
from Violetta, saying that she has left him. Germont returns to 
comfort his son and begs him to come back to the family home. 
Alfredo, who doesn’t know all that has happened, decides to 
follow Violetta to Paris.

A salon in Flora’s house
Guests gossip, dance and play cards at an elegant party given 
by Violetta’s friend Flora Bervoix. Alfredo arrives and gambles 
recklessly. Violetta and her new protector Baron Douphol arrive, 
which provokes Alfredo to challenge the Baron to a game of 
cards. Alfredo wins. Violetta asks to see Alfredo alone. When 
she refuses to leave with him, he summons the other guests, and 
throws his winnings at her as payment for their life together. 
Germont arrives and denounces his son’s insulting behaviour, 
and the Baron challenges Alfredo to a duel.

INTERVAL

ACT III
Violetta’s bedroom; February
Violetta is dying. She sends Annina to watch the Carnival 
festivities, and re-reads a letter in which Germont tells her that 
Alfredo now knows the truth about her sacrifice and will come 
to her. To Violetta’s joy, Alfredo arrives with Annina. Violetta 
and Alfredo excitedly plan a new life together away from Paris. 
But they realize that their plans are in vain: Violetta is too ill to 
recover. With Alfredo, his father, Annina and Doctor Grenvil in 
attendance, Violetta resigns herself to death. A sudden rush of 
life convinces her she has recovered, but it is a symptom of the 
final stage of her illness. She collapses dead in Alfredo’s arms.
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ROYAL OPERA HOUSE 
RECOVERY CAMPAIGN
Live performance is a shared experience, and our audiences 
are at the heart of what we do on our stages, backstage, 
online, in cinemas and in our communities. Since March 
2020 we have lost £3 in every £5 of our income and we 
are hugely grateful for all the support we have received, 
including from Arts Council England and government, and 
from you, our generous audiences.

Last September we launched our fundraising Recovery 
Campaign, which continues to form a vital part of our long 
journey back to a fully functioning and sustainable theatre.

Please consider making a donation to help us secure the 
future of ballet and opera.

roh.org.uk/donate


